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Rinse, Recycle,
and Repeat
Recycling is great, but
there are some rules
to follow to cut down

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Centennial
concert tickets
go on sale

on contamination and

Gavin DeGraw, Michelle Branch to headline show

waste | Page 3

Have an open
mind about
debates

By Jessica Hanna
Reporter

Tickets for the Centennial
Kick-Off Concert, featuring
Gavin DeGraw with special
guests Michelle Branch and
Red Wanting Blue, will be sold
this Monday, Thursday and
Friday in the Union.
The student price, with a
University ID, is S20, payable
with credit card, check, cash
or BG1 card. Students can get
two tickets per ID. Students
can also buy tickets directly
from the Office of Campus
Activities at any time.
The general public can
purchase tickets for $30 by
calling the Office of Campus
Activities or through the centennial Web site, www.bgsu.
edu/centennial.
The concert, presented by

Columnist Phil
Schurrer encourages
readers to listen to
opposing sides of an
argument to educate
themselves | Page 4

Humanitarian
gains take
second place
Patrick Saunders
argues in his column
that the U.S. foreign
policy should avoid
unneccesary
wars | Page 4

WWII bond
campaign
backfires
Savings bonds holders
have difficulty

the Centennial Commission
Student
Events
SubCommitteeand the University
Activities Organization, will
take place Ian. 10, 2010 in
Anderson Arena. The concert
will start at 8 p.m., with doors
opening at 7 p.m.
"We just thought that would
be a neat way to start it off
the night before classes start;
bring people together after
being away from campus for
awhile and kick off the semester with something really positive and fun," sub-committee
chair, assistant vice president
for student affairs and dean of
students Jill Carr said.
Carr said she thought it
appropriate that the kickoff event be geared toward
See CONCERT | Page 2

Local bar keeps cultural and musical history alive with weekly '80s nights
By Qucntin Kilpatriclc

Relay for Life events
draw 288 participants

Reporter
Every Monday night, about 75 people forgo homework and forget the
current decade to consume mass
amounts of 1980s music and drinks.
Uptown Downtown Sports Bar and
Deli has rolled with vintage music
every Monday night since 1979. This
marks the eighth year that the bar
has blasted '80s music for Bowling
Green's dancing fanatics.
"This is probably the best place on
Monday night," senior Allie Baidel
said. "1 enjoy the variety, there's different music than what you normally
hear in the bars and good drink specials."
The Monday night energy stems
from Disc lockey Paul McDonald's
self-described "nerve center of the
Wonka factory" — which includes
about 400 different compilation CDs
packed with at least 4,000 different
tunes.
McDonald, who has disc jockeyed
for three years, said the '80's enduring popularity was because of the
period's variety and fun.
"For some reason this '80s theme
has been really popular for the last
few years," Uptown/Downtown
owner since 1979 leff Hobby said.

redeeming the bonds;

$13,000 raised to fund cancer research, awareness

sue U.S. Treasury
Department | Page 5

said there were 20 teams registered and about 288 participants. The event offered open
registration and participants
On Friday, Colleges Against could register either online or
Cancer kicked off its second in person.
annual Relay for Life event in
Each team is able to deterthe Perry Field House.
mine how they raise funds,
The goal of the event was she said. Some teams had
to raise awareness and funds bake sales while others had
for cancer research. All of the people pledge donations for
money raised will go to the a certain amount of laps or
hours on the track.
American Cancer Society.
"Relay for Life is a ceremony
Kellermeyer said last year
where we celebrate, remem- they raised close to $25,000
ber and fight back against dollars and that the goal for
cancer," said Sarah Fingerhut, this year was to raise $30,000.
student and co-chair of (he
Fingerhut said $13,000 was
raised at the event. Money
event.
It was an 18-hour event will continue to be raised
where one member of each until the end of the fiscal year
team is required to be on the in August.
track at all times.
The American Cancer
"It is basically to symbolize Society's Web site said Relay
that cancer is a disease that for Life began in 1985 when
Dr. Gordy Klatt, a surgeon in
never sleeps," Fingerhut said.
The event lasted from 6 p.m. Washington, ran and walked
on Friday until 12:00 p.m. on
See RELAY | Page 2
Saturday.
len Kellermeyer, co-chair,
By Jason Henry
Reporter

Falcon men's
hoops start
season right
Switching from manto-man to zone
coverage helps Falcon
men's basketball win
first game | Page 6

Win one,
Lose one
Despite playing well
on Friday the women's
basketball team fell
to OSU in the second
round of the WNIT

|Pag«6

See UPTOWN! Page 2
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University Outdoor Program receives Excellence Award
By Christina Talbart
Reporter

"Livin' on a Prayer' by
Bon Jovi is the best
song ever."

k

On Nov. 7,2009, the University's
Outdoor
Program
was
awarded the David J. Webb
Program Excellence Award
by the Association of Outdoor
Recreation and Education.
According to the David I.
Webb award announcement,
this national award recognizes
one outstanding outdoor recreation program each year that
provides dynamic and innovative services to its participants,
demonstrates professionalism
and high standards of conduct,
and contributes to the outdoor
community at large by sharing information and assisting
other programs.
The University's Outdoor
Program is most popular for
its expeditions including single day, weekend and week-

long trips around the Eastern
United States. These trips
include white water rafting,
canoeing, kayaking, backpacking, rock climbing, horseback
riding, caving, rappelling and
mountain biking.
Jerome Gabriel, who has been
the director of the Outdoor program for two years, was first
involved in the program as a
graduate student assistant and
then worked his way to director.
"I first found out about the
program winning the award
through a phone call on Nov. 3
while playing disc golf," he said.
"We then received the award at
a conference in Minneapolis
Minnesota on Nov. 7."
The David J. Webb award
was created in 2002 and was
first given to Brigham Young
University. Only six other universit ies across the nation share
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Students can vote
today, tomorrow for
downtown shuttle fee
Students can vote for or against the
$20 per semester fee that would add a
downtown route to the University shuttle
service via a link on the University's
homepage today and tomorrow.
-A 'yes' vote is for the $20 per semeste- fee and additional downtown shuttle
route.

PROVIDED BY OUTDOOR PROGRAM

OUTDOOR: The University's Outdoor Program received the David J Webb Program
Excellence Award given to one outstanding outdoor recreation program. The Outdoor
Program offers trips to raft, rock climb and other activities to enjoy the outdoors.

this award, including Cornell
University and the University
of Utah.
"1 was a little surprised that
the University won the award
because northwest Ohio is not
located in an area of the coun-

CAMPUS
BRIEF

try known for outdoor recreation," said Gabriel.
With only a director position,
the Outdoor Program relies
See OUTDOOR! Page 2

A no vote is against the $20 per
semester fee and additional downtown
shuttle route
Undergraduate Student Government
is posting the poll to get an idea for the
general student opinion on the subject.
Poll results are not the only deciding
facto*.
US6 will make their recommendation
to the University Board of Trustees for
approval

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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BLOTTER
THURSDAY
NOV. 12

100th block of E. Court St.

1:03 A.M.
Complainant reported he was
robbed at knifepoint on the corners

2:05 A.M.
Tyler Kaser. 20, of Toledo, was
arrested for disorderly conduct urinating in public and underage under
the influence within the 100th block

of Prospect and Ridge streets.

of N. Mam St

9:13 A.M.
Complainant reported last week
unknown subject(s) smeared either
animal or human feces along the
driver's side of her vehicle within the

2:13 A.M.
Robert Conner. 18. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for underage
under the influence of alcohol on
the corner of N. Grove and Clay

400th block of Thurstin Ave.
1:10 P.M.
Complainant reported sometime
overnight unknown subject(s)
npped the drivers side mirrors off
his vehicle within the 200th block
of N Prospect St. damage valued

3:04 A.M.
Daniel Struffolino. 19. of Bowling
Green, was cited for disorderly conduct urination and underage under
the influence of alcohol on the
corners of Manville and Lehman

at $200

19, of Van 8uren. Ohio and Adam
Maxwell. 19. of Maumee. were cited
for underage under the Influence of
alcohol on the corners of S. College
and Napoleon streets.

2:40 A.M.
Kyle Figy, 22. and Michael Franklin.
22. of Bowling Green, were cited
for nuisance party violations. Corey
Purtell. 20, of Wauseon. Ohio, was
cited for underage under the influence of alcohol and James Contrell.
18. and Patrick Contrell, 18. both of
Gibsonburg. Ohio, were cited for
underage under the influence of
alcohol within the 700th block of E.
Napoleon Road.
4:06 A.M.
Residents within the 300th block of
Etm St. were warned for disorderly
conduct loud music.

3:49 P.M.
Complainant reported loud
music withm the 800th block of E.
Napoleon Road
7:53 P.M.
Complainant reported sometime
during the night her windshield
wiper was npped off her vehicle

11:50 A.M.
Complainant reported sometime
overnight unknown subject(s)
entered her unlocked vehicle but
didn't steal anything within the

4:51 P.M.
Zachary Cole, 28, of Bowling Green,
was cited for riding his bike on the
sidewalk within the 100th block of
S Mam St

1500th block of E. Wooster St.

withm the 100th block of E. Oak St.
10:02 P.M.
Dust.n Heter. 19, of Bellevue. Ohio,

1:33 P.M.
Andrea Helmstetter 18. of Saint
Marys. Ohio, was arrested for
underage possession of alcohol on
the corners of Manville Avenue and
Second Street.
3:59 P.M.
Complainant reported sometime
during the night unknown subject(s)
ripped of the passenger side windshield wiper blade and arm within
the 200th block of N. Prospect St..
damage valued at $30

FRIDAY NOV. 13
12:35 A.M.
Complainant reported there was
loud music within the 900th block
ofKlotzSt.
122 A.M.
Alanah Frankart. 19. of Fostoria.
Ohio, was cited for open container
of alcohol and underage possession
of alcohol within the 100th block of
E Oak St.
1:55 A.M.
Kevin Beaulieu. '8. of Maumee. was
cited for underage possession of
alcohol withm the 200th block of E.
Court St.

SATURDAY
NOV. 14
12:34 A.M.
Complainant reported loud music/
party within the 2000th block of E.

12:17 A.M.
Dylan Santos. 18. of Leipsic. Ohio,
was arrested for underage under
the influence of alcohol and Eric
Sheffield. 21, of Youngstown. was
cited for open container of alcohol
on the corners of Clough and State

1:39 A.M.
Markest Barry. 22. of Toledo, and
Elizabeth Weaver. 22. of Woodville.
Ohio, were cited for disorderly
conduct within the 200th block of
N. Main St.

Napoleon Road.
1:03 A.M.
Aaron James. 18, of Columbus, was
cited for underage possession of
alcohol within the 200th block of E.
Napoleon Road.
1:15 A.M.
Jay Stepp Jr. 26. of Columbus, was
Cited for disorderly conduct urinating in City Lot 1.

2:01 A.M.
Samantha Grarnpone. 19. of
Lebanon. NJ. was cited for underage possession of alcohol withm the

St

SUNDAY NOV. 15

was cited for theft at Meijer.
10:23 PM.
Joe Douglas. 45. of Bowling Green,
was arrested for felony warrant
within the 1600th block of E.
Wooster St

11:51 P.M.
Wesley Cole II. 29. of Toledo, was
cited for disorderly conduct urinating within 100th block of E. Court

1:27 A.M.
Kristme Chamberlin. 19. of
Sagamore Hills. Ohio; Adam Greer,

233 A.M.
Ashly Mcghee. 19. of Junction.
Ohio, and Johnna Smith. 19, of
Norwalk. Ohio, were both cited
for open container of alcohol and
underage possession of alcohol on
the corners of N. Church and W.
Oak streets.

ONLINE: Go to bgviews.com for the complete blotter list.

419-352 1000
309 S Mam Slteel
Bowlmy Green, OH 43402

Home of the
LARGEST
PIZZA
inTown!

UPTOWN

CONCERT
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around a track for 24 hours to
raise money. Now, more than 3.5
million people each year participate, the Web site said.
Friday's relay began with a
Survivor lap, where cancer survivors walked around the track.
After the first lap, caretakers were
asked to join the survivors.
I ingerhut said the event had
activities, music and special
themed laps. Some special laps
for example were Crazy I lat, BG
Spirit, Purple Power, and Red
Ijghl/Green Light.
"It is an 18-hour party," she said.
Annie Bavaro, the team captain
for Delta Gamma, said she got
involved because of Sarah Kersey,
who is one of the cancer survivors.
"It is a good cause," she said.
She said Delta Gamma sold "I
Love DG" T-shirts to raise funds
for the events.
"We just like to get involved on
campus as much as we can," she
said.
I ingerhut said she hopes the
event grows each year and more
people get involved.
"Cancer is a disease that affects
all of us and Relay for Life is a great
way to give to give back to a cause
against something that takes so
many away from us," Fingerhut
said. "So join the fight. Cancer
sucks."

heavily on student staff volunteers who contribute their
time and hard work training
and working on trips on weekends and over the summer.
"We hope that this award
will give us a little more recognition to students and more
people understand all of the
things we do and offer to the
University," Gabriel said.
Bryan Gavins worked on creating the University's Outdoor
Program in 1999 after having
visited Miami University in
1993. Gavins admired Miami
Outdoor Program so much he
wanted to bring something
similar to the University.
"As the former director of the
OP lOutprogram Program), I
basically started the program
from scratch and said 'You
know what, if we work hard
we can be like Miami,'" said
Cavins. "Now we offer a lot to
students, with a climbing wall,
the Freshman Wilderness
Experience and other leadership initiations."
Cavins said right now the
University is a bit challenged
financially but is confident
lerome Gabriel will do very
well despite this because he
has some great ideas.
"I Finished my degree in 2005
and 1 was happy to be able to
pass the torch to Jerome and
leave this program in good
hands." he said.
Cavins said without the
student volunteers, and help
from administration over the
years, the program would not
be where it is today, and success is key with the hard work
of these people.

Graduate

We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has been
made, call The BG News at 419572-6966.
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"It's an opportunity to celebrate
student life and featurea strong
act."
Stephanie Wilson, student
representative and co-chair
of tickets for the sub-committee, said the broad range of
music should appeal to many
University students.
"I think Red Wanting Blue is
an awesome act, just because
they're local and a lot of people
know about them just from
being around BG," Wilson said.
"I've been a fan of Gavin for a
long time, and I loved Michelle
Branch in high school so I'm
hoping that she brings in a
pretty good crowd, too."
Wilson said many students
don't realize the University is
turning 100. She said she hopes
the concert will attract students,
as well as interest them in other
centennial celebration events.
"I think it's going to be a great
time; I think it'll be a good way
to bring our campus together
and enjoy something together,"
Wilson said.
For more information
about the Centennial Kick-Off
Concert, contact the Office of
Campus Activities at 419-3722343.

OUTDOOR

RELAY

You deserve an UPGRADE!

'Free Delivery with Student ID

Roll Your Own Tobacco
Snacks
w
Pizza
s
■N
Subs
Grocery
Dairy
Beverages
$.69 Fountain Pop

students, stating the campus
wouldn't be here if it weren't for
the students. The lanuary concert marks the start of centennial celebrations that will last
through the University's 100th
birthday on Nov. 10,2010.
Together
with
UAO,
the Student Events SubCommittee, comprised of students, faculty and staff, created
a list of possible performers
for the show based on factors
such as genre, availability, cost
and student input, said Denny
Bubrig, assistant dean of students with theOfficeof Campus
Act ivities and representat ive on
the sub-committee.
From this list. Gavin DeGravv
and Michelle Branch were chosen. With the assistance from
a middle booking agent, Ohiobased band Red Wanting Blue
was also selected to perform.
"It's the opportunity to have
a major music act on campus
for the first time in several
years, and when I say that, it's
someone who is known in the
industry in the highest award
winning circle," Bubrig said.

Hobby said Monday night
has always been a retro
night' that has progressed
with the decades.
"We had a '60s and
early 70s night in the '80s
because that's what most
of the students listened to
as kids, and as the years
progressed we've updated
it," Hobby said.
l-'or sophomore Chris
Cleland the night is about
letting go of pretensions.
"To me, the retro vibe
keeps people from taking
themselves too seriously,"
Cleland said, "They seem
less concerned with being
cool and more concerned
with having a good time."
McDonald said he tries
to cover the gamut of the
1980s — kicking off the
night with lesser-known
songs but adding more
popular hits as the crowd
grows.
Those hit songs tend to
be from a core group of
popular MTV '80s songs,
McDonald said. Beyond
the well-known Michael
Jackson and Madonna hits
of the period, other songs
he gets the most requests
for are Men Without Hats'
"Safety Dance," Depeche
Mode's "Personal lesus,"
Baltimore's
"Tarzan
Boy," Peter Gabriel's
"Sledgehammer" and Rick
Astley's "Never Cionna Give
You Up."
But some partiers pack
the dance floor regardless
of the tunes.
"I'm not the biggest '80s
fan," admitted jen Cline.
a 2008 University graduate. "But you can act like
an idiot and no one cares.
You can also dance without
being groped like at other
places."
Hobby said as the years
go by, the bar will start to
incorporate '90s music into
Monday nights.
"Some of the younger
kids that come out today
weren't even born in the
'80s," Hobby said.
Despite the evolving
nature of the music over
time, Hobby said Monday
nights will remain a retro
music night.
"Monday night hasalways
been kind of an off-night,"
Hobby said. "So we've tried
to make it a place to come
for cheap drinks, different
music and a cool atmosphere."
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CAMPUS
Recycling encouraged on campus;
contamination rules emphasized
By Christine Talbcrt
Reporter
Recycling is a "no-brainer" for
some students, but Other students
use the recycle bins for just everyday t rash. There are basic rules for
recycling and consequences can
occur when students and faculty
ignore these rules.
There are currently four primary categories of recyclable
objects — those being newspaper, mixed office paper, plastic,
and aluminum cans, said Nick
llennessy, the university sustainability coordinator.
"Plastic bottles are always good
to go," sakl I lennessy. "\Vhat we
are looking for arc plastics with
numbers on the bottle of the bottle
—one or two. TTie campus requests
students leave out plastics labeled
three through seven, which arc
thicker types of plastics."
The aluminum recycling bins
are for your basic pop cans, but
other aluminum items, such as
an empty can of beans, can be
recycled in the same bin. The
newspaper bin is for newsprint
and even old phonebooks.
"Students are all given an
information and resource guide
phonebook every year and those
are able to go into the newspaper bin once the year has ended
and they don't have a use for it
anymore," said Hennessy. "Plus,
newspapers and ads that come
inside of them are able to be
recycled. The rule is, if it comes

with the paper, it goes with the

paper*
The fourth and most uncommon category is mixed office
paper. Not all residence halls have
these in the recycling section of
the lobby or 00 theb own floors,
but those working behind the
desk can take care of a student's
used papers, colored papers,
Micky notes, envelopes, magazines, catalogues and lalx'ls.
"There are very few types of
paper that are not allowed to go
COURTNEY SltlUR
into this bin, like construction
paper, but all in all, hardly any- RECYCLE: All recycled items on campus including office paper, cardboard, plastic bottles
thing should be thrown away and newspaper are taken to the recycling center on North College Drive
into the trash," he said.
Cardboard and glass are
to make a profit off it. Plus, it is shouldn't be throwing away a
a violation of community living bottle that is still half lull of liqseparate commodities and the
standards.''
University does not collect those
uid, because that's just gross."
in the halls, but cardboard can be
I lennessy said workers have
Throwing bottles that have
put by the large Dumpsters out- to sort through every recycling more than a considerable amount
bin to make sure any unwanted
side of the residence halls, (ilass
of liquid in them into the recycling
is not collected at the University, items are removed. What is most bin can become a hassle for the
but students can save up their Important is students do not leave workers that have to sort through
any liquids in the containers they them before taking them to the
glass bottles and other items and
take them to the recycling center arc recycling because it can cause
city's recycling center. This takes
leakage not only in the dorms, more time to empty out liquids
for the city.
hut in hallways and the recycling mid if the contents an' something
There aa' consequences when
like milk, mold can occur and can
people do not obey the rules of l nicks.
what is designated to go in what bin
Early education major Ally compromise a whole bin of plastic
bottles.
Barnett said she thinks students
and one ofrliese is contamination.
"Some students think that it is will not lake extra time to clean
According to the Web site
okay to put parts or all of their their recycling before placing it
Bgohio.com, the city's public
works division is responsible for
in the bins.
room trash into their floor's
"Obviously recycling is some- picking up recycling at residents'
recycling bin, which is a huge
thing that everyone should do," homes and the University. All of
problem," llennessy said. "The
she said. "However. I don't think these items are then taken to the
people that do this compromise
recycling center located at 1040
everyone else's efforts just for thai students are going to rinse
being lazy and all of those recy- out bottles and cans before North College Drive. The recyrecycling them — but they still cling center is open 2-1 hours.
cled items can no longer be used

Graduate Student Senate discusses
shuttle fee and Ph.D. funding
Jason Henry
Reporter

COFFEE BREAK IN THE

"Ohio gives funding
for those students for

Fifth year Doctoral student
funding and the proposed shutfour years and only
tle fee were the topics of debate
at Friday's Graduate Student
four."
Senate meeting.
Craig Zirbel, an associate
Craig Zirbel | Associate Professor
professor in the Mathematics
department, was in attendance
"You are doing a very big
to discuss the issue of Doctoral
homework set, and that's not
students in the Sciences
what the Ph.D. is supposed to be
(Math, Biology, Chemistry and
about, it is supposed to be about
independent research," he said.
Psychology) not receiving fifth
year funding for research.
"You can't do that on a four year
"The state of Ohio gives fund- schedule."
A resolution was presented
ing for those students for four
years and only four," Zirbel said. that supported "returning to
"That doesn't really make a lot of the practice of allowing indisense because the median time vidual Science departments to
to a degree from the bachelor's
allocate Graduate College funds
to the Ph.D. is at least seven years
to Doctoral candidates as they
see fit, to include funding fifth
in the Sciences."
Two of those years are for a year Doctoral Candidates in the
Master's degree; that leaves five
Sciences."
years for a Ph.D., but only four of
This was the resolution's
first reading and it will be read
the years are funded, he said.
By not giving fifth year fund- again before voting at the next
ing, the entire Ph.D. program is
meeting.
Another resolution opposing
hurt, he said. If the students are
the proposed shuttle fee was
told to only do reliable research
that will completed in four years, passed.
The resolution states the GSS
they are not doing research, he
does not support a shuttle fee
said.

that charges everyone regardless of whether or not they use
the shuttles. However, the GSS
does support investigating alternative ways to present a fee, as
long as shuttle usage is factored
in, the resolution said.
One of the factors that led to
the opposition of the fee was the
lack of information provided.
"It is up to them to provide us
with the information to make a
decision, we've been more than
outgoing about trying to make
sure that we get those people
in and make sure those presentations happen," said Carl
Walling, GSS President. "If we
feel we don't have the information to make this decision, it is
not through a lack of trying on
our part."
Representative-at-Large Steve
Dinda, who submitted the resolution, said more information
would be coming, but only after
the system is in place.
The resolution was originally
tabled in order to allow more
time for specifics to be determined, but it was brought back
up for vote once it was discovered the next general assembly
would meet after the Board of
Trustees voted on the fee.
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COFFEE BREAK:
'.it Katie Barnett (left), an English major, and sophomore Chi ■' MooU'".; '
' ■ I
catchup on Sunday ritght The two girls enjoyed some
Starbucks coffee and chatted about the weekend
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Men
1. Alcohol
2. fast food
3. Cell phone
4. Movies

Women
1. Alcohol
2. Fast food
3. Cell phone
4. Movies
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"I'm not the biggest 80s fan... But you can act like an idiot and no one cares. You can
also dance without being groped like at other places.
- Jen Cline. 2008 graduate, on 80s night at Uptown / Downtown [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What is your favorite 80'ssong?
"I Need Love'by Li.
CoolT

r "

"Micophone Fiend'
by Eric B. and Rakim."

JAHMAL BROWN.

DeMARK JENKINS.

Senior.
Exercise Science

Sophomore.

THE LEGEND OF BONES MALONE

KEITH PAKIZ I THE BGNEWS

ilitarism does not lead to peace
PATRICK SAUNDERS
f ACUITY COllMNIS

Ninety-one years ago, the world
called a time-out from what was
the greatest conflagration in its
history.
ITie date and time of the armistice was chosen to give the end of
the madness a sense of symbolism in the hope for future peace.
The scene from the film, "All Quiet
on the Western Front." where Paul
Buimer (Lew Ayrcs). a German
soldier, reaches for a flower Bowing in no man's land and is killed
by an Allied sniper just seconds
before the 11th hour of the 11th
day, is emblematic of the many
chances mankind has had to create a lasting peace.
As of Nov. 11, 2009, peace is
still elusive as our country has
its sons and daughters far from
home "righting for our freedoms."
At one time, the phrase rang tnie.
but not really since the last truly
global war. World War II. Since
then the phrase has been in con
stant use as the front for struggles
and interventions that are questionable — in Korea, Vietnam,
Grenada, Lebanon, Panama, Iraq
War (twice) and Afghanistan —
fights where our "freedoms" were
not genuinely at stake.

ALYSSA LAVALLE.
Freshman,

STEVE WEIGMAN.
Junior.
Graphic Design

k

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com

Civility will determine whether
debate on evolution will be
useful, or just monkey business

WOrtSLES.

The words are a comfort to
those whose sons, daughters,
husbands and mothers have
made the ultimate sacrifice. "Your
son died for our freedoms" docs
sound better than "I am sorry to
inform you your son died for the
Dow lones, lixxon-Mobil, BPAmoco. Bechtel and Halliburton.''
Even in the big wars of the 20th
Century, World Wars I and II, there
were economic motives masking
imperialist and nationalist agendas of the participants.
Now we are involved in a war
that is more fog than light, against
"Terrorism.'' In an interview soon
after Sept. II, the famed writer
and social critic Gore Vldal said
declaring war on terror was tantamount to declaring war on
dandruff; for tenor, like dandruff,
has been with humanity since the
beginning and will be with us till
the end.
But tenor is a great enemy for
those who want us to be in war
mode forever, for this means the
corporate sector and MilitaryIndustrial Complex will continue
to prosper and grow. Any positive gains that could be made for
humanity — universal healthcare, affordable higher education, transportation systems to
move people and other public
infrastructure — will always be
in second place, behind funding
for war.
Over 51 percent of the dis-

"Triumph of Death'
by Hellhammer."

Nursing

HDFS

CoUE<&.

""Girls Just Wanna
Have Fun' and Manic
Monday' by Cyndi
Lauper."

cretionary budget passed by
Congress is for war-related
expenses. The numbers increase
each year. The U.S. spends almost
four times what the rest of world
does on war. We are fighting foes
that are technologically and militarily inferior to our troops and
that have firepower equivalent to
a cherry bomb against the "end of
days" capability of our forces.
Yet we appear to be "losing"
these wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Ifyouarcnnt fighting for the'right"
reasons — protection of one's
homeland or defense against an
attack by another nation (rather
than a rogue band) — and are
in another country engaging a
population that sees you as the
occupier, you are going to lose. It
may take years, decades or centuries, huge sacrifices of blond and
treasure, but in the end you will
leave, for that is the fate of a conqueror.
It is not too late to change the
direction of our course. I am not
talking about adopting pacifism,
but a foreign policy based on
more humane and acceptable
ideas. War should truly be the last
resort, not the first as it has been
in this decade.
Let us reach out of that shell
hole in that "No Man's Land" in
which we find ourselves and grasp
that flower of peace blooming in
the midst of chaos. Let Nov. 11,
next year and each year afterward,
be known as "Peace Day."

Coming soon to a campus near
you — a time-warp back to
1925 and a Sleepy town named
Dayton in southeast Tennessee.
At issue back then was a law
on the slate hooks that forbade the teaching of evolution.
John T. Scopes, a 24-year-old
football coach and substitute
teacher, was the defendant.
The trial became known as the
Scopes Monkey Trial and was
described by Time magazine as
"a cross between a circus and a
holy war."
Over 200 reporters were sent to
cover the trial, miles of telegraph
wires were strung to accommodate the more than 50 telegraphers transmitting the latest
events and trained chimpanzees performed on the courthouse lawn to amuse thousands
of spectators. It probably paved
the way for other media circuses
such as the O.J. Simpson trial
and Michael lackson's death.
Fast forward to the present.
Hay Comfort, a 59-year-old New
Zealand native and preacher,
founded living Waters Ministry
in California. He is planning
to distribute 194,000 copies of
Darwin's classic, "The Origin of
Species" (supposedly complete
and uncut), witha50-pageintroduction authored by Comfort
that he claims will refute evolution. The intended recipients of
Mr. Comfort's largesse will be
college students.
Richard Dawkins, author of
"The God Delusion," is reputed
to have referred to Comfort as
an "ignorant fool," a remark
Comfort has included on the

cover as a backhanded compliment. The Secular Student
Alliance, headquartered in
Columbus, is planning "to
schedule protests, host speakers, write letters to the editor,
show films, and distribute the
original version of Darwin's
150-year old masterpiece,"
according to its Web site.
Their Web site continues:
"Students are aware that the
distributors have the First
Amendment right to pass out
(heir anti-evolution literature,
but are being encouraged by
the Secular Student Alliance to
use their own rights to respond
with a friendly, science-based
message."
It's not hard to envision what
could happen at the University
should Comfort arrive. Campus
liberals will be arrayed against
evangelicals, some of the faculty will take a position, bulletin boards and faculty e-mails
will be clogged and the whole
affair may very well devolve into
a debate between religion and
atheism.
In the interest of full disclosure, let me state my position:
I firmly believe in God and 1
believe in evolution. I don't see
anything contradictory in taking this stance. So I don't have a
dog in this fight.
What I don't relish is the usual
"Us and Them" disagreements.
It's not the actual disputes that
are off-putting; heaven knows,
I enjoy a good debate as much
as anyone and probably better
than most. But the solutions to
life's mysteries and problems
are not always divided into two
camps, and I don't like to be put
in a position of having to choose
between two sides when there
could be a third way. Put simply,
I don't like binary choices.
Quite often these debates

generate more heat than light.
At the conclusion of the event,
when Mr. Comfort and his
hooks leave a campus, things
will settle down and life will go
on.
But it doesn't have to be that
way. Yogi Berra once said, "You
can observe a lot by watching."
In the same way we can hear a
lot by listening — really listening.
I once attended a discussion
In which one of the participants
was a representative from the
University Women's Center. The
subject was abortion. The entire
affair was civil and respectful.
I came away unchanged in my
core beliefs, but with a greater sympathy for those women
and the choice (hey made. It
enlarged my understanding of
the issues and complexities and
made me a better person.
When it'sall said and done, we
could develop a greater understanding of how complex the
world is by listening to the other
side. Long-held and revered
beliefs may not change, but we
could develop a greater appreciation of how others think. And
a critical analysis of both sides
should be one of the lasting benefits of a higher education.
So, if Mr. Comfort and his
books should come to the
University, closely followed by
members oftheSecularStudents
Alliance, we should give each a
respectful hearing, remembering the First Amendment as well
as the first rule of knowledge:
be willing to admit we could be
wrong.
lust leave the trained chimpanzees somewhere else.
Respond to Phil at
thenews@bgnews.coin

CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND
CARTOONISTS!!!!
_Need a place to voice your opinions? The
Forum section is looking for more people like
you to write columns and illustrate for us.
Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com,

call us at 419-372-6966,
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

Respond to Patrick at
llieiiews@bgiiews.com

■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words. These ere usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews@bgnews.
com with the subject line marled
letter to the Editor" or 'Guest
Column" All submissions are sub1
ject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of Xhe BG News
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Lost war bonds
not easy to find

SOURCIS

MattGouras
The Associated Press

Cleveland mayor
considers fees for
nonprofits

DNA evidence in 1998
Yale killing was contaminated

CLEVELAND (AP)- Cleveland

Taxpayers footing bill
in "Joe the Plumber''
case

Newspaper: Ohio
going easy on
domestic violence

NEW HAVEN. Conn (AP)-The

COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP)-Ohio

COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP)-A

Mayor Frank Jackson is considering

family of a Yale student found stabbed

taxpayers are paying for the defense of

newspaper investigation has found

charging fees on nonprofit organiza-

to death off campus in 1998 has learned

three former state employees who were

tions to help close ihe city's budget

that DNA evidence in the unsolved

sued by "Joe the Plumber."

gap

murder was contaminated by a former
forensic lab worker.

The fee would be paid by hospitals, universities, museums and other

Samuel Joseph Wurzelbacher has
sued former state employees Helen

The family of Suzanne Jovin and

Jones-Kelley. Douglas Thompson and

nonprofits that don't have to pay

investigators had been holding out

Fred Williams, alleging that they illegally

property taxes A report released

hope for neatly eight years that scrap-

accessed his personal information after

last week said an annual fee on such

ings found under a fingernail on the

he became a public figure during last

organizations could raise about $5

21-year-old's left hand would lead to

fall's presidential election

million.

her killer.

Attorney General Richard Cordray

Jackson says he hasn't yet made

The Hartford Courant reports that

says that he is obligated to defend the

up his mind but will consider the lees

investigators recently learned the DNA

employees because the lawsuit claims

in the coming months.

belongs to the technician, who has since

the illegal actions were done in the

Cleveland's finance director

retired from the State Police Forensic

course of their work for the state

said the city doesn't have the legal

Laboratory. He contaminated a blood

authority to levy property taxes,

sample during initial forensic tests.
The Jovin family recently wrote to

but said it could possibly make an

But two Republicans seeking to
unseat Cordray in 2010 disagree
Former US Sen. Mike DeWine says the

Connecticut Gov. M. Jodi Rell criticizing

employees appeared to have accessed

the states forensic laboratory for its

Wurzelbacher's information for partisan

said the health system already con-

■shortcomings" The family learned of

purposes.

tributes to the local community by

the contamination last week

arrangement with Cuyahoga County.
A Cleveland Clink spokeswoman

that Ohio is lenient toward domestic
violence, making arrests in a minority
of cases and doling out little punishment to repeat offenders.
A four-month investigation by
The Columbus Dispatch found that
45 percent of about 75.000 domestic
violence responses by law enforcement end without an arrest.
Nearly 25 percent of law enforcement agencies don t follow a
25-year-old law reguiring agencies
to tell the state about domestic violence responses it makes.
The investigation found that
domestic violence would overtake
drunk driving as Ohios top crime if
police made arrests in all domestic
violence calls.
The review found that domestic
violence costs the state more than

providing jobs and free medical care

SI billion a year in medical expenses
and social services.

The Influence Game: Abortion rights' scramble
Julia Hirschftld Davis
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Abortion
rights groups, outflanked and
outnumbered in the health
debate, are scrambling to
regain lost ground after the
House passed a health bill with
strict abortion limits.
They're blanketing Capitol
Hill with lobbyists, petitions,
letters and phone calls in efforts
to defeat the restrictions in the
Senate, where debate could
begin in a few days. They also
have a larger goal: to prove that
with their Democratic allies in
control of the White House and
both congressional chambers
— but increasingly appealing to
conservative voters who back
abortion limits — they still
have clout.
It's an uphill battle after
the House approved health
legislation that bars a new
government-run insurance
plan from covering abortions,
except in cases of rape, incest
or peril to the life of the mother, and prohibits any health
plan that receives federal
subsidies in a new insurance
marketplace from offering
abortion coverage.
Lawmakers who back abortion rights watched helplessly,
lacking the votes to prevail,
as fellow Democrats who
oppose abortion joined with
Republicans to put the curbs
in place, prodded to action by
Catholic bishops and anti-abortion rights groups. Then they
voted en masse for the final
health bill, in a move quickly hailed by President Barack
Obama as "historic."
"Our phones were ringing off
the hook," said Cecile Richards
of Planned
Parenthood
Federation of America, who
hosted a hastily called strategy
meeting last week where abortion rights and women's groups
scrambled to regroup. "We're
not going to have health care
reform off the backs of women

"Our phones were ringing off the hook.
We're not going to have health care reform
off the backs of women - this isn't what
we've all spent our lives for."
Cecile Richards I Planned Parenthood Federation of America

— this isn't what we've all spent
our lives for."
By the time prominent abortion rights supporters were summoned to the White House's
West Wing on Wednesday to
meet with top aides, they were
livid — although the president's
team was quick to point out that
their ire shouldn't be directed
toward Obama.
We're your friends and the
president is pro-choice, chief of
staff Rahm Emanucl reminded
the group of 15 or so women.
There's no need for anger here,
senior advisor and Obama confidant Valerie larrett offered,
according to people knowledgeableabout the session, who
spoke on condition of anonymity because the discussion was
confidential.
Still, the episode exposed
a rift the health debate has
opened between a president
and Democratic congressional
leaders and a key interest group
struggling to maintain its influence.
Like other such special interests, abortion rights groups
rely on pitched policy battles
on high-profile issues to raise
money and energize supporters, and the health debate
offers an opportunity to do
just that.
It wasn't supposed to be this
way. Early on, the organizations
had opted to stay quiet on the
abortion funding issue for fear
of making a politically tricky
negotiation over a health care
overhaul even harder.
"We were trying to diffuse the
situation, knowing that the time
to fight on the notion of federal
funding for abortion was not
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Marines during the Vietnam War,

she said, and had a large portion
of his paycheck automatically
sent into savings bonds. Adams
said the Treasury Department
required copies of the original
paycheck stubs in order to track
down the lost bonds. The family
had no way of getting the old payStubs from the Marines.
"It was a lot of money, probably
half his paycheck for four years,"
Adams said.
For her daughter. Treasury is
asking for the Social Security
number of the now deceased
family friend — from another
state — who originally bought
the $100 bond in the late 1970s.
"It was a waste of money, it
was a complete waste of money,"
Adams said of the bonds. "I am
sure that money is going somewhere, but it is not to the people it
was intended for."
If she can't find the lost bond
or the requested documentation,
the Treasury I )epartment doesn't
have to send her the money.
"I am starting to think that is
what they were counting on,'
Adams said.
loyce Harris, with the Bureau of
the Public Debt, said the agency
needs to make sure that only the
legal owners of the bonds can
redeem them.
"We want to make sure the
rightful owner is getting the proceeds of the bond." she said.
More than $16 billion worth of
the bonds are unclaimed.
Several states are suing the
federal government, seeking the
money back on behalf of their
residents.
Montana, New Jersey, North
Carolina, Kentucky, Oklahoma

,

SPECIAL
AUTUMN LUTES!
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in Bowling Green
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is getting the proceeds
of the bond."
Joyce Harris | Bureau of Public Debt

and Missouri argue that states
are the legal repository for lost
funds, and already have a system in place that makes it easy
for people to reconnect with lost
money.

The federal government counters that the money isn't really
lost.
It is not unclaimed property,"
said I larris, the Treasury spokeswoman. "It is unredeemed in our
minds.''
A Website set up bytheTreasury
Department to help people track
down lost bonds only searches
back as far as the early 1970s —
frustrating those who hold older
bonds commonly bought much
earlier during patriotic fundraising efforts.
But Harris said older records
were not computerized. And she
noted earlier bonds were often
bought with just names, and not
listed under a Social Security
number that can facilitate a computer search.
Tom Boergadine of St. Louis
said he has been trying to help
his wife Gail track down a bond
purchased in 19KI. But he said the
Treasury Department has been
of little help, especially after it
became clear the Internet search
site was of no use to them
"It's obviously frustrating,"
be said. "There is no lost bond
department that we know of."
Boergadine said the bond is not
for a lot of money, perhaps $100.
The relatively small sums of the
bonds prompted many families
to simply forget about them as
time went on.
The bonds dale back to the
unprecedented bond buying
campaign of World War II. Most
American families bought at least
one Iiuiul at (he time and many
never cashed them in
thanks
in pan to a 40-year maturity in the
bonds. And those same "Series E"
war bonds continued to be sold by
the federal government until 1980.
Not everyone holding old, unredeemed bonds favors tbe lawsuit,
which would transfer the money
to the states.
Bea Giusti said her 83-year-ok)
husband bought bonds when
he was a soldier in World War II.
The California resident who lives
north of San Francisco says she
doesn't trust the state — caught
in a financial meltdown — with

the money,
1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, OH
419-353-58(10
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this political moment — the
health care reform bill is hard
enough. Now I'm thinking we
might have recognized that we
were going to have this fight,
and we should have stood firm
a year ago and we might not
have found ourselves here,"
said Laura MacCleery, director of government affairs at
the Center for Reproductive
Rights.
The organizations gave tacit
but grudging approval earlier this year to a proposal by
Rep. Lois Capps, D-Calif., that
would have allowed the new
government-run insurance
plan or private plans offered
in the new exchange to cover
abortion but without using
federal funds, only private
dollars. It was an attempt to
apply an existing law known
as the Hyde amendment — it
bars federal funding for abortion in Medicaid, the health
program for the poor — to the
new health care regime.
The House-passed measure
goes much further, effectively requiring women buying
health insurance with their
own money to purchase abortion coverage through a separate supplemental plan, as a
so-called rider on the policy.
Obama has said he wants
to find a middle ground that
preserves the status quo of
denying federal funding for
abortions but doesn't restrict
women's insurance choices.
In the meantime, (hough,
some abortion rights champions are threatening to takedown the president's top priority over tbe issue.
"These are our friends

— 1 don't think that anybody
wants us to be on opposing
sides." said Terry O'Neill of
the National Organization for
Women, who attended this
week's White House session
but declined to comment on
the exchange. But her group's
position, she said, is that "we
would rather have no health
care (overhaul) than a vicious
abortion law."
Nancy Keenan of NARA1.
Pro-Choice America, who also
went to Wednesday's session
but would not comment on
it, said Obama's team is well
aware that her group is deeply
disappointed with the Housepassed limits and is counting on the Senate to roll them
back.
"We fully expect them to
stand with us as this battle
continues," Keenan said.
"They know the message loud
and clear."
NARAL says it has begun
a major grass-roots mobilization, including collecting
more than 40,000 signatures
on a petition addressed to
Senate Majority Leader Harry
Reid. D-Nev., demanding that
he omit the abortion curbs
from health legislation he's
drafting.
The group is sending out
automated calls in 17 states
to connect abortion rights
supporters at the touch of a
button to senators who are
seen as potential swing votes
on the issue, asking them to
oppose the "abortion ban."
Phone banks by nine NARAL
state affiliates are pitching in,
targeting their calls to states
including Nevada, home to
Reid, who opposes abortion
rights and is facing a potentially tough 2010 re-election
fight.
"All politics are local.
They've got to hear from
their constituency at home,"
Keenan said. "Those are the
folks that elect them and reelect them."

HELENA, Mont.
Holders of
lost savings bonds dating back to
World War II said it's not nearly as
easy to track down the lost money
as the U.S. Treasury Department
claims in an ongoing lawsuit.
The Bureau of the Public Debt
counters that its process aims
to make sure that only the legal
owners of the old bonds are able
to redeem them. Demanding
requirements — which can
include the Social Security number of long-dead original purchasers for a gift bond — are in place
to make sure the money ends up
in the right place, the agency said.
Anne Adamsof Nashville, Tenn..
doesn't believe it.
She has spent months trying to
recover lost bondsfor her daughter
and her husband. In both cases,
she said the Treasury Department
threw up insurmountable roadblocks to recovering the money.
Her husband served in the

"We want to make
sure the rightful owner
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BG men's basketball team wins season opener
By Andrew Harncr
Sports Editor

WOMEN'S HOOPS
More from
Ohio State
See mote coverage of BG's
second round Preseason
CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

WNIT loss to Ohio State.
Page 7

ONLINE
Become a BG News
Sports fan on
Facebook
The BG News sports section
has a Facebook fan page.
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BE A PLAYER: Scon Thomas (loft) led ihe Falcons m scoring against Wayne Slate Saturday.

Scot I Thomas may have led
the Falcons offensively with 15
points against an overmatched
Wayne State team Saturday
afternoon, hut it was Otis I'olk
who stole the show.
The senior center made
7-of-8 shots for 14 points and
grabbed six rebounds in a season-opening 67-45 win against
the Warriors at Anderson Arena,
giving the Falcons victories in 18
straight home openers.
"My biggest thing is do what
I can do to help my team win,"
Polk said, if my team needs me

to score points, that's what I'll do.

If they need me to play defense
and rebound, that's what I'm
going to do."
Six of his points came on slam
dunks, including a highlightreel, one-handed jam, as Polk
played with more passion than
he did last season. Thai hap
pened because Polk is in much
better shape this season.
"Otis has improved tremendously out there," said WSU
coach David Grccr. "He's in great
shape. I le's going to he a force
out there."
(irecr and his squad got a firsthand look at Polk last season during an 80-48 falcon win. In that
game, Polk scored eight points,
half coming off free throws.

While only credited with two
assists, Polk was a hig factor in
the team's ability to play insideout basketball, something any
team with three prominent big
men has to do.
"We play inside-out," said B(i

roach Louis On. "Ifthe post guys
make plays, then the perimeter
guys just play ll-O-R-S-E. They
spot-up and play 1 l-O-R-S-E."
And that they did, making 7-of16 three-pointers, including a 4of-5 effort from Thomas and two
from sophomore Dee Drown.
But as well as the team played
offensively, it played equally
See SHOOTERS | Page 8

Opening against the best

Log on to your Facebook and
search for "BG News Sports'
to become a fan an receive

No. 3 Ohio State downs
Falcons in second round

instant BG sports news.
www.facebook.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter

By Sc.in Shapiro
Assistant Sports Editor

The BG News sports section

COLUMBUS — No. 3 Ohio
State took control early in the
first half and never looked back
as the Buckeyes took down BG
91-72 in the second round of
the Preseason WNIT.
With the loss, BG will move
to the consolation bracket of
the tournament and will play
a game later this week against
the winner of West VirginiaMarist (tonight at 7 p.m.).
Date, timeand location will be
announced after that game.
In the meantime, Ohio
State will host the semifinal
Thursday evening.
Ohio State never trailed as

has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
in-game updates.
www.twitter.com/bqnewssports

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com

Tracy
Pontius
Scored a teamhigh 18 points
against OSU

t hey opened the contest on a 92 run and finally took over the
game later in the first half.
Leading 27-20 with 7:21
remaining in the half, Ohio
Slate put the pedal down and
went on a 14-0 run to push
their lead to 41-20.
"I thought we struggled in
the first half adjusting to the
See BUCKS I
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OUR CALL

Nurse leads BG in WNIT
win against Chicago State

Today in
Sports History
1988—Mike Tyson is sued

By Andrew 11.in,or

$125 million for libel.

Sports Editor

1982-A 57-day NFL players strike ends.
1949-Boston Celtics
center Bill Russell hauls in an
NBA-record 49 rebounds in
one game.
ENOCH WU

The List

IHE BG NEWS

KNOCKED OUT: Tracy Pontius goes up for a shot against Ohio State yesterday The Falcons were unable to contain Ohio Stale, losing 91-72

Tamika Nurse fits in well with
the Falcon women's basketball team.
After tying for the team's
lead in points last week during an exhibition with Hndlay,
Nurse came out strong in her
first official game with the
team — a 76-41 win against

Chicago State in first round
Preseason WNIT action Friday
night.
Nurse led the team with 21
points, hitting 7-of-ll shots,
including four three-pointers.
"It was a good way to get my
feet under me," Nurse said. "It
was a good win for our proSee OPENER | Page 8

With basketball season
officially underway for the
Falcons, here are the top five
performers from the three

BG seniors lose their final home match

weekend games:

1. Tamika Nurse: The
By Chris Sojka

senior transfer shined in his

Reporter

first two games as a Falcon,
netting 28 points while
dishing out six assists and
grabbing five steals.

2. Tracy Pontius: The
junior point guard scored
28 points on the weekend,
including 18 against Ohio
State, while adding seven

4U.NWRACH*
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assists.

SAVE: Falcon goalie Nick Eno prepares for a save during BG's 5-1 victory against Alaska

3. Otis Polk: Polk led

Friday night, but the shol ended up being Alaska's lone goal

the men's sguad with six
rebounds Saturday while
adding 14 points, including
three slam dunks.

4. Scott Thomas: The
sophomore led the Falcons
with 15 points, three assists
and two steals. Of those 15
points. 12 came on threepointers.

5. Lauren Prochaska:
The junior guard scored in
double digits during both
games for a total of 24 points.
She also led the team in both
games in rebounds, grabbing
14 on the weekend.

Falcon hockey picks up
first victory of season
By Jason Jones

ed the euphoric release for a
team in desperate need of one.
'
The BG News
The goal came midway
through the third period, with
Out of the gates 0-7-1 and bar BG already holding a one goal
reling toward a historic losing advantage.
streak, the hockey team was
Because of the way the team
able to knock off No. 9 Alaska has managed to lei games get
Friday nighl, giving the team its away from them this season,
there was an obvious feeling of
first win of the season.
"We played a complete game, nervousness in the crowd.
Bui when Dee's goal hit the
and our team's pretty excited,"
said assistant captain Tommy back of the nel, giving BG a 3-1
Dee. "It's nice to get that goose
See HOCKEY | Page 8
egg off the scoreboard."
It was Dee's goal that providand Paul Barney

After the volleyball match
Saturday, senior Corey Domek
took a microphone and
thanked a crowd full of fans
for attending, telling them
their support ibis season has
been wonderful.
Domek knows the Stroh
Center is going to be a nice
place lo play volleyball, but
she doesn't think anything will
compare to playing in front
of a home crowd at Anderson
Arena.
"It's sad," she said, after the
Falcons were swept by Ohio on
ANOMAFEHl ME BG NEWS
Senior Night. "1 just loved playing here. Anderson (Arena) has SEN I0RS: Shan Luther (left) and Corey Domek atlempl to block an Ohio attempl during
such a great feel and it's a great their final home game with the Falcons.
gym to play in."
Domek, along with seniors should win.
occasions, getting the deficit
"Ohio is a great volleyball within just two.
Shari Luther and Kaitlin
lackson, played the last home team. They're physical, they're
After trailing the majority of
game of their college careers athletic, they jump high and the second set, the Falcons got
Saturday night before a strong swing hard and they take risks aggressive and took a 23-21 lead.
crowd at Anderson Arena.
behind the service line."
After an Ohio timeout, they
Coach Denise Van De Walle
They showed they are a good came out strong and had a block
really hoped her team (12-19, 5- volleyball team as they hit .337, and a kill to tie the score. Ohio's
II Mid-American Conference) holding the Falcons to just a.179 Mandy Nichols' kill ended the
could pull off an upset for the at lack percentage.
set, 26-24.
seniors.
The Falcons took a 6-5
"The second set is the one we
"They knew this was their lead in the first set, hut Ohio let slip away," Van De Walle said.
last home match," she said. answered back with three "We were a step behind. You're
"As a team we wanted to play points and never trailed the not going to beat the MAC
extremely well for them. 1 real- remainder of the set. Though
See SENIORS | Page 7
ly do think when we're play- the Bobcats led the rest of the
ing well at every position, we way, BG rallied on numerous
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Notes: OSU center too big for Falcons
By Paul Barney
Reporter

Jantel

COLUMBUS — With 68 consecutive games of scoring at
least 10 points, Ohio State center lantel Lavender showed why
she is one of the best centers
in all of women's basketball
— scoring 23 points and grabbing 14 rebounds en route to
the Buckeyes' 91-72 win over the
Falcons in the second round of
the Preseason WNIT.
Lavender took advantage of
her H-foot-4 frame, proving to
be too much to handle inside
the paint.
"They are a much more physical team than we are," said B(l
coach Curt Miller, "lavender,
athletically is a stud and they get
great ball pressure at the point
of attack."
The center was an All-

fl

Lavender
Has scored at least
10 points in 68
straight game

said.
The Falcons also lost to the
Buckeyes in the 2004 WNIT,
but still advanced to the NCAA
Tournament for the first time
under Miller's tenure as coach.

Not so free

American selection last season
as a sophomore and was also
a key to opening up the rest of
the Buckeye shooting lanes yesterday.

The big stage
liven though BG lost to OSU,
Miller and his staff still want to
play big teams like them in seasons to come.
"One of the reasons we chose
to play in the WNIT was the
opportunity to a play a program
like Ohio State that truly has a
chance to win a national championship this season," Miller

BG struggled to get to the line
against No. 3 OSU, making the
trip just 15 times for 10 conversions.
The Buckeyes went to the line
28 times, 16 in the first half alone.
They converted on 21 of those
attempts, shooting 75 percent.
Also in a rare occurrence,
Lauren Prochaska, the nation's
leader at the free throw line last
season, missed a shot from the
stripe in the second half.

Downtown
The Buckeyes shot early and
often, particularly from beyond

the arc. They converted on 8-of-17
from three-point land, with three
players making at least two.
BG converted on 10-of-2l, with

Tamika Nurse and fen uhl going
2-for-4 and 2-for-l), respectively.
Tracy Pontius hit 3-of-7 and
had a team-high 18 points.

In the final meet of the season,
four runners represented the
entire men's cross country team
very well.
BG sent just four individuals
to the Great lakes Region Meet
on Saturday. Originally the plan
was to send five, but lesse Simula
couldn't race because of illness.
The Falcons couldn't record
a team score without the fifth
runner, but the individuals
gained some valuable experience at their only 10K race of the
season.
"I am really proud of them for
staying focused and slicking to
the game plan despite the fact
that they found out Thursday we
would not be racing a full team
due to Jesse's illness," said coach
Cami Wells. "1 was also really
proud of the men for bouncing
back after the MAC meet and
going out there ISaturdayl and
getting it done with some very
solid racing to finish off the season."
Chris Moody led BG again,
finishing in 106th place with a

51

Chris
Moody

Jason
Salyer
Finished 28 seconds
behind Moody at
Regionals

Led the Falcons
with 106th place at
Regionals

time of 33:41. The junior finished first for BG in all seven
meets this season.
"Chris Moody ran a strong
race start to finish and really
redeemed himself after the
IMid-American Conference]
meet race," Wells said. "Chris
has worked incredibly hard this
year and over the last three years
to get to where he is now, so I was
pleased to see him rise to the
level of competition and compete well this final race."
Jason Salyer placed second for
BG and just 28 seconds behind
Moody. The freshman placed
second for BG in every meet this
season.
"Jason Salyer ran a very aggressive race, going out faster than
he has all year, and he really
fought bard and had a very solid
finish in a quality field in his
first ever ink. It says a lot about

Jason and his mental and physical strength as a true freshman
in the field," Wells said. "Jason
has a very bright future and the
mentality and work ethic to continue to get it done year to year."
Johnstone Kirui and Ben
Leininger finished third and
fourth, respectively, for the
Falcons. Wells believes the experiencetheteam members gained
from its first 10K will serve the
team well in the future.
"Johnstone Kirui has become
much more consistent as a runner, and his race showed that
yesterday; he ran a much more
balanced race in his first 10K
race and he now is ready to train
in theoffseason to prepare to run
with Chris and Jason next fall,"
she said. "I felt |Ben| really ran a
solid race and most importantly
gained valuable experience and
confidence for the future."

"We just need to concentrate more when

BUCKS

we get to the basket - we weren't tough

From Page 6

physicality of the game, and
enough and we let them push us around."
it took us out of rhythm," said
BG coach Curt Miller said. "We
Lauren Prochaska I Guard
obviously dug ourselves a hole
and that was the game."
Obviously, everything starts we let them push us around. We
While Tracy Pontius eventu- with Lavender and Prahalis, but are definitely capable of finishally broke BG's 4:28 scoreless
they have other people who can ing those types of shots," said BG
streak with a three-pointer, Ohio
beat you," Miller said. "ISarahl guard Lauren Prochaska.
State still added 13 points in the
Schulze is lethal shooting the
Prochaska in particular had a
final three minutes to enter half- three-pointer, land) Hill gives tough time finishing, as she shot
time with a 55-28 lead.
them another scoring option."
4-for-15 and only had l wo points
The Buckeyes' physicality up
However, it didn't matter entering halftime.
front proved to be a key in the which poison Miller chose as the
BG also struggled on the turndominant first half, as center Jantel combination of Hill, Prahalis, over fronl, losing the ball nine
Lavender had 18 of her game high Schulzeand Lavender combined times in the first half.
23 points in the first half.
for 73 points, one more than the
"We knew if we took betLavender's physical presence entire Falcon team.
ter care of the ball and made
down low helped open the scorDefensively, Ohio State was shots we could play with them,"
ing for guards Tayler Hill and
able to develop a physical pres- Prochaska said.
Samantha Prahalis who com- ence at the net thai forced BG to
Despite the game being virtubined to score35 pointsand dish
miss shots thai would usually fall. ally over entering the half, BG
out 14 assists.
"We just need to concentrate did improve lheir shooting and
"With a team like Ohio State more when we get to the basket turnovers, outscoring Ohio State
you have lo pick your poison. — we weren't tough enough and 44-36 in the second half.

SENIORS
From Page 6
champions when you hit in the
.100s."
Domek thought the Falcons
struggled quite a bit in blocking.
"We just couldn't block." she
said. "They hit the ball really

well and we couldn't answer
back."
The third set went back and
forth as neither team was able
to get a lead larger than two
points, but ihe Bobcats played
very well al Ihe end to finish off
the set and the match.
Domek led the way for the
Falcons with 11 kills, Jackson
added nine and Luther posted

Of the 2,975 in attendance at
Value City Arena, a large amount
of them were wearing orange
and brown.
Prior to the game, Falcon fans
were seen tailgating outside the
arena early as 11:30 a.m. and the
Falcon Club had a bus set up to
bring fans down to the game.

Oh no
After the loss, the Falcons
are now just 1-14 against the
Buckeyes, with their last two
losses combining for 67 points.
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With BG Views Events you can let
all of Bowling Green know about
your upcoming events for free!
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The men's team made tremendous improvement overall
this season.
The highlight of the season came at the All-Ohio
Championships. Theteamplaced
15th. improving 12 spots from
2008. livery runner set a personal
record al the 5K Toledo dual in
the first meet of the season, and
many would go on to break personal records in 8K events.
"I am very pleased with the
progress the team made this
year; we know we still have a
long way to go to reach our ultimate goals but we are chipping
away at il every day, and that is
what it takes to get there." Wells
said. "1 am working on getting
some good solid recruits to join
the current squad, but the main
focus is to continue to get the
most we can out of each man
and to continue to grow as a
team for the future."
Every runner returns for BG
next season with the exception
of John Bernard. Wells said he
was a very strong leader for the
team this season and will he
missed when everyone returns
nexiseason.

Pontius and Prochaska combined for 19 second half points
and only one turnover in the
second half, as BG's shooting
percentage improved from 30.3
percent to 43.2 percent from one
half to another.
The Falcons' second half effort
was also aided by finally finding
their rhythm from beyond the
arc, as they hit 7-of-12 shots from
three in the second half.
BG's second half improvement also gave minor concern
lo Ohio State coach Jim Foster
who was upset with his team's
second half let down.
"We need to get to be that way
for 40 minutes," Foster said.
"We're a young team and we still
have to learn that."
Even though he has a young
roster. Foster's learn is still one
of the better teams in the country, as Miller acknowledged that
the Buckeye's have a legitimate
chance of making a run at the
NCAA title.
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Conger leads Falcons to
23rd place at Regionals
By Brad Frank
Reporter
(ioals not met can always serve as
motivation for the future.
That was exactly the thought
of coach Cami Wells as the BG
women's cross country team
ended its season Saturday. BG
finished 23rd in the32-team field
at the Great lakes Region Meet
I leather Congee led BG for the
second time this season, finishing 112th with a time of 23:12.
"Heather has had her best
cross country season so far in her
career due to her hard work and
tenacity" Wells said. "1 think thai
she now has the necessary confidence to be a top contender in
the conference in track and cross
country in the future."
Seniors Andrea Pereira de
Almeida and Carly Wells ended
their cross country careers second and fourth, respectively, for
the team in their final meet.
"Carly and Andrea are very positive, supportive young ladies who
care about their teammates, so
they will be missed for their leadership by example in practice and
oulside," Wells said. "Both Carly
and Andrea are tremendously
hard workers, and they have been
solid contributors to the team
throughout their careers here at
BG. They will be missed."
BG ended its season with a
disappointing 7th-place finish al
the Mid-American Conference
Championships on Oct. 31 and

a finish outside the top half of the
field in Saturday's race.
The Falcons still had a fairly
successful season, however. 'ITiey
recorded a first- and secondplace finish in their two home
meets, and they had five different
runners lead the team in seven
meets, a sign of the depth the
team enjoyed throughout the
season.
"There is always frustration
when you don't reach all your
goals but at the same time we
reached many goals as a team
and had many positive ii id nidi:
al .IIul leant finishes this season.
Wells said. "You use the goals you
didn't reach as motivation next
time out
"l realty enjoyed the season with
the team and working with the
young women on the team. I can
never ask for more than athletes
Who are hard-working and dedicated."
Wells believes the outlook lor
next season is very promising.
"We lose Andrea and Carly but
return the majority of the team, as
well as redshirt Katie Borgell, so
at this point the focus is to finish
recruiting, to bring in 2-4 new
freshmen and to just continue to
grow as a learn; so the outlook is

very posktve," she said." I have hardworkuig. talented athletes, so now
we just need to continue lo work
on purring everything together on
the same day and getting tliat MAC'.

meet finish we have the potential
to achieve next season."

• We have Efficiencies. I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
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• In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.
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Though the three seniors led
the way in the kill category, Van
De Walle was very pleased with
AlexZlabis' 16 digs.
"I thought she played exceptionally well," she said. "I
thought she had great fight on
the court. She played very, very
well and had some really key
digs."

3

Making the trip

; Salyer find success as season comes to close
By Brad Frank
Reporter
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performance, allowing them
to make just one three-pointer, which came very late in the
game.
Senior
Erik
Marschall
impressed off the bench with
seven points, three rebounds,
two assists and two blocks off
the bench in 22 minutes, and
every player on the team got
at least two minutes of playing
time.
The Falcons will travel to
Xavicr tomorrow for a 7 p.m.
game.

From Page 6
as well defensively, employing
zone coverage after Wayne Slate
showed they could score on man
toman coverage.
Greet — a former BG player
- said his team hadn't practiced
much /one this season.
"Against any zone, you have to
get the hall inside.'' Greer said.
"Hut Howling Green is pretty long
out there. They really neutralized us with the zone."
The Warriors were able to
keep the game close for the first
12 minutes, before BG closed out
the first half on a 19-6 run.
After a timeout with 5:40 left
in the first half, during which
On emphasized to his players
that zone coverage was needed,
the Falcons outscored WSU 13-0
until halltime.
"When we had to make our
run at the end of the first half.

CHRISTINA MCG1NNIS

IHfBGMWS

SLAM: Otis Polk prepares to slam dunk the
ball during BG's win against Wayne State

our defense was (he difference,"
Orrsaid.
By game's end, the Falcons
only forced 16 turnovers, hut
they held the Warriors to a 17for-47 136.2 percent) shooting

their 2008-09 Mid-American
Conference regular season
championship rings Saturday.
Of the three seniors on that
team, only Darryl Clements was
on hand for the ring ceremony.
Because of that, he received the
honor of unveiling the 2009 NIT
banner that hangs in the rafters
ol Anderson Arena.

From Paqe 6

gram.
But it wasn't all pretty for the
Falcons—especially during the
first half.
The Falcons struggled out of
the gate, shooting l2-of-23 for
37.5 percent in the first half,
without any points from their

bench.
The bench recovered in the
second half though, netting 24
points, II of which came from
jen I Ihl, and the team as a whole
shot a much improved 5(i percent from the field.
team's defense was able to keep

ANDRfAFEHL

Falcon points.
"We kept a very talented
offensive team off balance."
said coach Curt Miller. "They
are a very, very good shooting
team."
Nurse — who had three steals
in the game — was equally
impressed with the defensive

brought to you by

1 Water conduit
2 Driver's glare btocker
3 Certain conic section, in
math
4 1935 Pulitzer-winning play
wright Zoe
5 Speeds (up)
6 Miss, neighbor
7 Milk purchase: Abbr.
8 Guitar relative: Var.
9 Spiritual Anzona resort
10 Hendrix at Woodstock
11 Blown away
39 Gobbled (down)
12 1944 Sartre play
40 Oater wagon formation
13 Where most stay when
41 Past the pain of
it rains
breaking up. say
14 Martin and Allen
"Been there, done
21 Ship in 1898 news
that" feeling
23 Lunchbox alternative
24 Other than that
Biological ring of
color
27 Comic Carvey
Swedish autos
30 Like wax museum
"Did ___ and gimble
figures
in the wabe":
32 Has dinner
"Jabberwocky"
34 Beat with a stick
Fancy
party
35 Signs on the back
Florist letters
36 Arduous
Churchill's title
37 Tense, as relations

effort.
"Our defense can turn into
offense." Nurse said.
Rings and a banner
Ihl' 2008-09 Falcon suuad
received their Mid-American
Conference regular
season
championship rings.
The winningest player in MAC I
history and lone senior from last

ACROSS
1 Spears on the table
10 Joplin at Woodstock
15 Basin that can result from a seismic landslide
16 Uncooperative words
17 Without equal
18 1980s attorney general
19 "Macbeth" (1962) Emmy winner
Maurice
20 European ruler for 72 years
22 "1 claim that!"
23 Metal-beating hammer parts
25 It ebbs and flows
26 Gl show gp.
27 Cotton Bowl site
28 AAA suggestions
29 Give way
31 Spartans' sch.
33 Apprentice
34 Home Depot kitchen department
array
38 Remote

season — Lindsay Goldsberry
— was on hand and unveiled
the 2009 WNTT banner, drawing a standing ovation from the
crowd.

Possible redshirt
Miller said after the game
the team is considering redshirting
freshman
Jessie
Tatncrlano.
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It creates an adjustable loop
It may be cracked by a spy
Essayist Francis et al.
Movie set VIP
-Concord Sonata" composer
In __: seething
Notes after fa
Alter, perhaps by using unethi-|
cal techniques
Tehran language
Nuts
When business is slow
Iron-rich meat
Everty Brothers hit that begins
"I bless the day I found you"
Musical exercise
Spoke to
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«>> www.flacor.nei
or call 419.352.3568
OlO Win Wooster Bowling Groan

Classified Ads
419-372-6977
The I1G News will not knowingly
accept advertisements that discriminate, or encourage discrimination
■gains! any individual or group on
the basis ol race, sex, color, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran, or on the basis of any other
legally protected status.

From Page 6
lead, the arena erupted.
Dee's goal served as the knockout blow, following up goals by
lordan Samuels-Thomas and
David Solway in the first and
second periods, respectively.
"That probably doubled our
average outcome this year,"
said first-year coach Dennis
Williams. 'We're not going to
score the most goals, but when
we have Nick [K.nol hack there
only letting one in, we've got a
chance to win."
Eno, the team's junior goalie,
turned in his strongest performance of the season, a season
in which he has spent time
sharing starts with freshman
goalie Andrew Hammond.
"I just tried to stay positive the
whole game." EnO said.
Eno would finish the night
with 24 saves, with the Nanooks'
lone goal coming on a deflection in front of the net.
Following the final horn Eno
could be seen celebrating with
a triumphant fist pump, while
Solway and Dee embraced each
other at middle ice to a chorus
of cheering fans.
BG was looking for the series
sweep Saturday, but three first
period goals from Alaska was
too much to overcome as they
would end up splitting the series
with a 5-3 win.
The Falcons found themselves in an early hole as penalties opened the floodgates for
a Nanooks 3-0 advantage after
the first period.
"The first period really hurt
us," Williams said. "If we play
60 minutes of hockey we have
them."
The first period was indeed
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REALLY?: BG coach Cuit Millei questions a referee's decision dining Friday's game. After the
game. Miller said he was pleased that his team played strong defense against Chicago State

Chicago State off the three-point
line and get them to commit
28 turnovers that turned into 34

The Daily Crossword Fix HAfOR

Rings and a banner
I he
Falcons
received

OPENER

But more importantly, the

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

Help Wanted

Pianist tor Trinity Lutheran Church in
Wauseon. OH. has an opening for a
paid pianist to accompany Senior
Choir tor Wednesday night practice
and Sunday Service. Call the church
office at 419-335-5651 for more info.

Help Wanted

For Rent

IBARTENDING! up lo S300/day No
exp necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 exl 174

3 BR apts. recently updated!
619 High St, BG. Available May
Call 419-308-3525

For Rent

311 Ridge-3BR house.
avail 8/15/10. nice, good location
S1200/mo Call 419-352-5882

1-3BR house, avail 8/15/10.
1 -3BR apt * util. avail 8/15/10.
1 -3BR house + util. avail 5/15/10.
1 -1BR effic ♦ elec. avail 5/15/10,
1 room effic ♦ elec, avail 7/15/10
Call 419-601 -3225 or 352-4773.
"Now signing 10-11 sy leases, Ig
houses- Wooster/ ask about free Int.
Cartyrentals.com/ 353-0325, 9a-9p
'3 Ixlrm home low as 599.00,
2 blocks fr univ, also 1/1/10-2 apts,
Ell. Rms low as $225. see
Cartyrentals com.353-0325 9a-9p

Houses S Apartments
www.BGApartments.com
419-352-8917
Look for more listings on the.
BG News website housing directory.
www.bgviews.com
Sub-leaser for 2 BR apt, near campus & donwtown, S202/mo + elec.
Call 419-202-2883 for more info.
www.meccabg.com
Mecca Management, Inc.
419-353-5800

ALANPtRACHA ! THE BG NEWS
CHIT-CHAT: David Solway chats wilh a referee during Friday night's win against Alaska.
Solway had a goal in the second period of the game.

the difference maker, as BG
came out strong in the second
and third periods to crawl their
way back into the game.
Samuels Thomas continued
his scoring dominance in the
second, scoring off a power play
opportunity and assisting on
Solway's goal minutes later to
cut the deficit to 3-2.
A late goal by Alaska, however,
had BG staring at a 4-2 game
heading into the third.
With just minutes left and
still a 4-2 game, the Falcons
pulled their goalie and the man
advantage paid off with Solway
scoring his second goal of the
game and Samuels Thomas
recording his second assist of
the game.
The Nanooks finally were
able to take advantage of the
Falcons' empty net, however, as
they fired a shot the length of
the ice to find its way in for the
goal and a 5-3 win.
The Falcons won the first and
second periods statistically, but
the first was too much of a hur-

die to overcome.
'The last two periods we put
an emphasis on sticking to our
systems," Samuels-Thomassaid.
The first period we weren't really finishing our checks. The last
two periods we went back to
playing Bowling Green hockey."

WALK TO CLASS!
ACROSS FROM KOHL HALL
920 E. Wooster St.
2 br. Apt. $695.00
1 br. Apt $495 00 w/fireplace
Free oft street parking
Furn./Unturn. (no add'l charge)
Clean, freshly painted,

HOUSES!
Hillsdale 3 Bedroom
Townhouses
up to 5 people w/ no
extra cost, full basement,
washer & dryer,
dishwasher,
garbage disposal,
central air and heat,
carports
1045 N Mam St
Bowling Green OH 43402
419-353-5800
— .—
meccabg com
MECCA
info@meccabg com M*..*™,,. i™

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
'10-'11 May/Aug.
Leases Now Available
Call 419-352-6064
or www.froboserentals.com
for current listing

These houses won't
last long

Call TODAY!
FROBOSE RENTALS.

well maintained
Quiet upstairs balcony to study
BBQ Area with picnic table
Laundry on site
Avail Ami 20101
Hurry will not last long!
Shaw Leasing
Call 614-668-1116
ShawLeasing@gmail.com

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 2,3,4,5 AND 6 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2010.

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

Amenities included in many of our houses:
-

Furnished or unfurnished
Washer and Dryer
Garbage disposal, dishwasher
Large yards
1 and 2 car garages
Full basements
Most homes are NEW or REMODELED

Air conditioning
Gas log fireplaces
1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases available
Microwaves
Walk in closets

3-6 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (*19) 352-0717

www.grcenbriarrcntals.com CREENBRIAR, MC

Taking 2010-2011 Applications Now!

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.com
480 Lehman Avenue » Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

